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Abstract—We study the leader-following problem for linear
stochastic multi-agent systems with uniform and constant com-
munication delays on directed or undirected graphs. We consider
both the state feedback and output feedback solutions. In the
latter case, the agents can be a set of heterogeneous linear
systems. By resorting to a new approach based on the scalar
Lambert equation we obtain a constructive design with less
conservative closed-form delay bounds. In particular, it is possible
to compensate arbitrarily large delays if the agents are not
unstable.

Index Terms—Multi-agent systems, Stochastic systems, Delay
systems

I. INTRODUCTION

The cooperative control of a group of agents is a topic of
growing interest in recent years due to its high potential in
many applications such as vehicle formation [1], autonomous
vehicles [2], robotic systems [3], sensor networks [4], target
tracking [5], and synchronization [6], [7]. A central task in
this area is to design a distributed network protocol, based
on interactions between neighbors, that drives the group of
agents to agree on certain variables of interest as time goes
on. In the case of leader-following, the consensus trajectory
is determined in advance by the leader. In this context it is
customary to assume to have no control on the leader and its
dynamics. The leader-following problem consists in designing
a control law local to each agent that ensures that the followers
converge in an appropriate sense to the trajectory of the leader.
The problem has been solved for linear agent dynamics with
both fixed or switching network topology, [8], [9], [10], [11],
and has been extended to output-feedback consensus [12],
[13], nonlinear systems [14], [15], [16], systems with additive
disturbances [17], [18], [19] and input delay [20], [21].

The presence of communication delays, which is common
in a network of agents, is challenging since it may undermine
the stability of the consensus dynamics (see [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28] and the references therein). The solutions
proposed in the literature either refer to special cases such as
scalar systems or integrators [11], or are based on predictors
with integral terms that are expensive to implement [26].
Truncated predictor approaches are limited by the requirement
that the agents are deterministic and not exponentially unstable
[27]. Moreover, other approaches are based on LMIs to design
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the consensus gain [25], [29]. Besides being more complex
to compute the LMI approach does not allow for an easy
estimation of the delay bound.

In this paper we propose a distributed consensus protocol
based on output feedback for stochastic and heterogeneous
multi-agent systems affected by disturbances and communi-
cation delays on directed or undirected network topologies.
Our design improves over [26], [27] since it is not based
on distributed terms and it works also for unstable agents.
The approach includes heterogeneous agents and it is thus
more general than the recent paper [30]. With respect to [29]
and [25] the advantage is that the design is constructive and
it allows for an easy computation of a sufficient and not
concervative upper bound for the delay. The features of the
proposed approach can be summarized as follows.

• A novel constructive design based on the scalar Lam-
bert equation that yields less conservative delay bounds
without resorting to LMIs. It is possible to compensate
arbitrarily large delays if the agents are not unstable and
to include heterogeneous agents.

• The consensus gain is locally designed and it may be
different for each agent, thus adding flexibility.

• The approach is well suited for agents with limited com-
putational power: the parameters are cheap to compute
and there are no distrbuted terms in the controller.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the problem and some notions on directed and undirected
graphs. In Section III the leader following problem with
communication delays is addressed for both full and partial
state information. In Section IV the same problem is addressed
and solved for heterogeneous systems. Section V presents two
examples while concluding remarks are given in Section VI.

Notation. ‖x‖ denotes the Euclidean norm for x ∈ Rn, and
‖M‖ is the operator norm when M ∈ Rn×m; |S| denotes
the cardinality of the set S. In is the identity matrix in Rn.
1N is the vector in RN with entries 1. Given M ∈ Rn×n,
sp(M) is its spectrum, Tr{M} its trace, and µ(M) :=
maxλ∈sp(M) Re{λ} its spectral abscissa; When µ(M) < 0,
M is said to be Hurwitz stable. M > 0 denotes a positive
definite matrix; if M = M> > 0, x>Mx ≥ 0 will be denoted
‖x‖2M . A⊗B denotes the Kronecker product of matrices A and
B; we recall that (A⊗B)(C⊗D) = (AC)⊗(BD) when AC
and BD are defined; colnk=1(Mk) and rownk=1(Mk) denote
respectively the vertical and horizontal composition of the n
vectors or matrices Mk, and diag(v) denotes a diagonal matrix
with the vector v on the diagonal. E[·] denotes the expectation;
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on a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,Ft,P), L2(Ω;Rn) de-
notes the linear space of square integrable random vectors X
of Rn endowed with the norm ‖X‖L2(Ω;Rn) := (E[‖X‖2])1/2.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. The network and its graph representation

In the present paper we will consider a network of N agents
connected to a leader. Depending on the kind of connection
among the agents the network may be represented through a
directed or undirected graph as better explained below.

The leader is described by the dynamics

dX0(t) = A0X0(t)dt+ P0dN0(t), (1a)
Y0(t) = C0X0(t), (1b)

dM0(t) = D0X0(t)dt+Q0dN0(t), (1c)

where X0(t) ∈ Rn0 is the leader state, Y0(t) ∈ Rq is the
consensus output, M0(t) ∈ Rm denotes the measured output
and N0(t) ∈ Rs0 is a standard Wiener process that includes
state and measurement noises. The dynamics of the N agents,
are given for k = 1, · · · , N , by

dXk(t) = (AkXk(t) +BkUk(t))dt+ PkdNk(t) (2a)
Yk(t) = CkXk(t), (2b)

dMk(t) = DkXk(t)dt+QkdNk(t), (2c)

where Xk(t) ∈ Rnk denotes the state of the k-th agent,
Yk(t) ∈ Rq is the associated output, Mk(t) ∈ Rm denotes
the measured output and Nk(t) ∈ Rsk is a standard Brownian
motion, that includes state and measurement noises, indepen-
dent from N0(t) and any other Nj(t), j 6= k. Moreover,
for all k = 0, 1, . . . , N , the norm ‖Xk(0)‖L2(Ω;Rn) :=
(E[‖Xk(0)‖2])1/2 <∞.

Remark 1: The dimensions nk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N , of the state
spaces can be different for the agents (and the leader). In this
heterogeneous context we are interested in reaching consensus
on the variables Yk(t), k = 0, 1, . . . , N . For this reason
we consider consensus variables Yk(t), k = 0, 1, . . . , N ,
with equal dimension q, not affected by noise and not even
measured. On the other hand, the measured outputs M0 and
Mk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N , are realistically affected by noise and
with different dimensions.

The agents are connected through a network described by
an unweighted graph G = (V, E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , N} is
the set of vertices representing the N agents and E ⊂ V×V is
the set of edges of the graph. Edge (i, j) indicates that agent
i can send information to agent j. In this case i is a neighbor
of j. The set of neighbors of node j is denoted by N j . The
connections graph is represented through the N×N adjacency
matrix A = [aij ], whose (i, j)-th entry aij 6= 0 if (i, j) ∈ E
and 0 if (i, j) /∈ E . A path is a sequence of connected edges in
a graph. The graph is connected if there is a path (namely, a
sequence of connected edges) between every pair of vertices.

The leader is introduced by extending the underlying graph
with a graph G which has the vertex 0 representing the leader,
and edges between the leader 0 and its neighbors. Depending
on whether or not the graph G (or Ḡ) is oriented we have two
cases.

Undirected graphs: The graph G is undirected if (i, j) ∈ E
implies (j, i) ∈ E . The degree matrix D is a diagonal matrix
with Dii = |N i|. The Laplacian L = [`ij ] ∈ RN×N is defined
as L = D − A. For undirected graphs L is symmetric; the
spectrum of L is in the closed right half plane with one
and only one eigenvalue at zero if and only if the graph is
connected. In this case the right eigenvector associated to the
0 eigenvalue is 1N (i.e. L1N = 0). If the leader is taken
into account, then one has to consider the diagonal matrix
L0 = diag(`0,1, . . . , `0,N ) where `0,j = 1 if 0 ∈ N j and 0
otherwise. The undirected graph G is connected if and only if
L = [`ij ] = L0 +L is positive definite ([11], [24], [31]). The
following assumption ensures that each follower can receive
information from the leader.

Assumption 1: The undirected graph G is connected.
Directed graphs: The graph is said to be directed if (i, j) ∈
E does not necessarily imply (j, i) ∈ E . We will assume that
the graph is simple, i.e. ai,i = 0 for all i ∈ V . A directed path
from node i1 to node il is a sequence of edges (ik, ik+1),
k = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1. A directed graph G is strongly connected
if between any pair of distinct nodes i and j in G, there exists
a directed path from i to j, i, j ∈ N . A directed graph G
contains a directed spanning tree if there exists a root node
that has directed paths to all other nodes. The Laplacian L ∈
RN×N is defined as L := [`i,j ] = M − A where the i-th
diagonal entry of the diagonal matrix M is given by mi =∑N
j=1 ai,j . By construction L has a zero eigenvalue with an

associated eigenvector 1N (i.e. such that L1N = 0) and if
the graph is strongly connected all the other eigenvalues lie
in the open right-half complex plane. When also the leader
is considered one refers, as above, to the extended directed
graph G and to L0 = diag(`0,1, . . . , `0,N} where `0,j = 1 if
0 ∈ N j and 0 otherwise. The Laplacian is L = [`i,j ] = L0 +
L. In the case of directed graphs, the following assumption
replaces Assumption 1 to guarantee that each follower can
receive information from the leader.

Assumption 2: A directed spanning tree is contained in G
with the leader as the root node.

Lemma 1: [32] Under Assumption 2 there exists a positive
definite matrix D := diag {d1, . . . , dN} such that (DL +

L>D)1N = 0 and L̂ := DL+ L>D > 0. �
The matrix L̂ is the Laplacian of the undirected graph Ĝ

obtained by taking the union of the edges and their reversed
edges in the balanced graph DL. Ĝ is called the mirror of G.

B. Problem statement

The consensus problem is stated in terms of the definitions
given below of noise-to-state exponential (NSE) L2-stability
and noise-input-to-state exponential (NISE) L2-stability, ex-
ponential versions of noise-to-state stability (NSS) [33], a
stochastic analog of input-to-state stability.

Definition 1: Given

dZ(t) =(AZ(t) +BU(t))dt+ PdN(t) (3)

where Z(t) ∈ Rn, N(t) is a standard Brownian motion,
‖Z(0)‖L2(Ω;Rn) <∞ and U(t) ∈ Rm an exogenous stochastic
input such that ‖U(t)‖L2(Ω;Rm) < ∞ for each t ≥ 0, we say
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that (3) or Z(t) is noise-input-to-state exponentially L2-stable
(NISE L2-stable) if there exists a, k, p, b > 0 such that ∀t ≥ 0

‖Z(t)‖2L2(Ω;Rn) ≤ ae
−kt‖Z(0)‖2L2(Ω;Rn)

+b sup
τ≤t
‖U(τ)‖2L2(Ω;Rm) + p (4)

If b = 0 in (4) we say that (3) or Z(t) is noise-to-state
exponentially L2-stable (NSE L2-stable).

Remark 2: NISE L2-stability guarantees that the L2-norm of
a stochastic process Z(t) at each time t is bounded by the sup
of the L2-norm of the input U(τ) over the interval [0, t] plus an
exponentially decreasing term (depending on the L2-norm of
Z(0)) and a number p. In absence of input one gets noise-to-
state exponential (NSE) L2-stability, and in absence of noise
we recover the standard L2 exponential stability. The number
p in (4) is proportional to the noise variance Tr{PP>}.1

Due to the type of consensus variables considered and the
eventual presence of communication delays the problem can
be formulated as follows

Definition 2: Stochastic Leader Output Following Problem
(SLOFP): Given a graph topology G associated to (1)-(2), find
Uk(t) for each agent k so that Y0(t)−Yk(t) is NSE L2-stable.

Definition 3: Stochastic Leader Output Following Problem
with Communication delays (SLOFPD): Given a graph topol-
ogy G associated to (1)-(2), and a uniform, constant commu-
nication delay δ > 0 among all the nodes, find Uk(t) for each
agent k so that Y0(t)− Yk(t) is NSE L2-stable.

In the homogeneous agents case (Ak = A0 = A, Bk = B,
Ck = C0 = C), it is natural to look at the L2-consensus on the
agents’ and leader’s states. Moreover, the consensus problem
with homogeneous agents is instrumental to understand and
solve the consensus problem with heterogeneous agents.

Definition 4: Stochastic Leader Following Problem (SLFP):
Given a graph topology G associated to (1)-(2), find Uk(t) for
each agent k so that X0(t)−Xk(t) is NSE L2-stable.

Definition 5: Stochastic Leader Following Problem with
Communication delays (SLFPD): Given a graph topology G
associated to (1)-(2), and a uniform, constant communication
delay δ > 0 among all the nodes, find Uk(t) for each agent k
so that X0(t)−Xk(t) is NSE L2-stable.

Remark 3: Clearly, a solution to SLOFPD and SLFPD may
include a bound on the maximum allowable δ. Notice that any
solution to SLOFPD can be extended to the case of distinct,
time-varying continuous delays δij(t) ≤ δ by using a local
buffer to store incoming information for τ ∈ [t− δ, t].

III. THE STOCHASTIC LEADER FOLLOWING PROBLEM
WITH COMMUNICATION DELAYS AND HOMOGENEOUS

AGENTS

In this section we consider the case of homogeneous agents,
that is Ak = A0 = A, Bk = B, Ck = C0 = C (and
consequently nk = n0 = n), k = 1, . . . , N . Section III-A
introduces the basic controller for the simple delay-free case.
The result for networks with delays is in Section III-B.

1See the proof of Lemma 7 and, in particular, eq. (43) for a bound on p.

A. SLFP for homogeneous agents

Let us first consider homogeneous agents on an undirected
graph with no communication delay. When the leader’s state is
accessible to all agents the solution of SLFP is trivial (Lemma
2 below) and the control gain can be computed locally at each
agent. Theorem 1 extends the solution when “good” estimates
of X0 are available to agents.

Lemma 2: If Assumption 1 holds, (A,B) is a stabilizable
pair, and Fk, k = 1, . . . , N , is such that A + BFk is Hurwitz
stable, the leader’s state X0 is available at each agent k then the
control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)−X0(t)), k = 1, . . . , N (5)

solves SLFP.
Proof. Let εk(t) = Xk(t)−X0(t), k = 1, . . . , N . We have

dεk(t) = (A+BFk)εk(t)dt+ PEk dNE
k (t), (6)

where PEk = row(Pk,−P0) and NE
k (t) = col(Nk(t), N0(t))

is a standard Brownian motion. Since A + BFk is Hurwitz
stable, it follows from Lemma 7 in Appendix A that εk(t) is
NSE L2-stable and therefore (5) solves SLFP. �

The control (5) is not distributed as each agent needs the
leader’s state X0. If X0 is available only to its neighbors then
one can still solve the problem with a local strategy similar to
(5) as long as a distributed estimate of X0(t) is available.

Theorem 1: If Assumption 1 holds, (A,B) is a stabilizable
pair, and Fk, k = 1, . . . , N , is such that A + BFk is Hurwitz,
X̂0,k(t), is an estimate of X0(t) available at agent k such that

sup
t≥0
‖X̂0,k(t)−X0(t)‖2L2(Ω;Rn) = c <∞ (7)

then the control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)− X̂0,k(t)), k = 1, . . . , N, (8)

solves SLFP.
Proof. We have

dεk(t) = ((A+BFk)εk(t)−BFk(X̂0,k(t)−X0(t)))dt
+PEk dNE

k (t), (9)

where PEk = row(Pk,−P0) and NE
k (t) = col(Nk(t), N0(t))

is a standard Brownian motion. Hence, εk(t) is NISE L2-
stable. Since A+BFk is Hurwitz stable, by (7) and Lemma 7
in Appendix A it follows that εk(t) is NSE L2-stable and
therefore (5) solves SLFP with homogeneous agents. �

The previous Theorem assumes that at each node an esti-
mate X̂0,k(t) of X0 that satisfies (7) can be computed and
the agent state Xk(t) is accessible to each agent k. We notice
that if εk(t) is NSE L2-stable then (7) is satisfied. In the next
section we show how to obtain such a distributed estimate in
presence of a communication delay δ > 0.

B. SLFPD for homogeneous agents

In this section, we look at the solution of SLFPD keeping
an eye to the solution of SLFP. We first introduce in Section
III-B1 the solution to the problem of reaching consensus on Y0

when the leader’s state is available to its neighboring agents
with a delay δ > 0 (complete leader’s and agents’ state
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information). We address the case when the leader’s output
M0(t) only is available to its neighboring agents with a delay
δ > 0 in Section III-B2 (partial leader’s state and complete
agents’ state information). In this case the idea is to use M0

to estimate X0, with a distributed consensus algorithm, and
then generate a control to achieve consensus on Y0. Finally, in
Section III-B3, we consider the case where each agent cannot
access its own state Xk. In this situation, the measurement
Mk is used to (locally) estimate Xk (partial leader’s state
and partial agents’ state information).

1) Complete leader’s and agents’ state information - ho-
mogeneous agents: Assume that the leader’s state X0(t) is
available to the neighboring agents with a delay δ > 0. Let

˙̂
X0,k(t) =AX̂0,k(t)− γ

δ
e(A− γδ In)δ

( N∑
j=1

`k,jX̂0,j(t− δ)

+ `0k,k(X̂0,k(t− δ)−X0(t− δ))
)

(10)

be the estimator of X0(t) for the agent k, where γ > 0 is a
design parameter. Note that (10) requires at each agent k the
estimates X̂0,j only for `k,j 6= 0 and X0 only if the agent k
is connected to the leader (this is modeled by `0k,k).

Let wk, k = 1 . . . , N , denote a solution of the Lambert-type
equation

wk = −λkγe−γe−wk , (11)

where λ1, . . . , λN are the eigenvalues of L. If

eγ−1

γ
≥ λk, k = 1, . . . , N, (12)

then there is a real negative solution wk ∈ [−1, 0) (see
Appendix B). The inequality (12) can always be satisfied
by choosing γ sufficiently large, and an upper bound for
the eigenvalues of L can be computed in a distributed way,
since it is equivalent to finding the maximum out-degree,
maxk |{j : k ∈ N j}|, over the graph (see Theorem 2 in [24]).
We always refer in the sequel to the negative solutions wk < 0.

Theorem 2: If Assumption 1 holds, (A,B) is a stabilizable
pair,Fk, k = 1, . . . , N , are such thatA+BFk is Hurwitz stable,
γ > 0 satisfies (12) and for k = 1, . . . , N the wk, negative
solutions of (11), are such that the matrices W k = A + wk

δ In
are Hurwitz stable and satisfy

1

δ

∫ δ

0

‖eWkθ‖ dθ < ewk+1, k = 1, . . . , N, (13)

then the control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)− X̂0,k(t)), k = 1, . . . , N, (14)

where X̂0,k(t) is the solution of (10), solves the SLFPD and the
estimation error ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t)−X0(t) is NSE L2-stable.

Proof. Since
N∑
j=1

`k,j = 0, (10) is equivalent to

˙̂
X0,k(t) =AX̂0,k(t)− γ

δ
e(A− γδ In)δ

( N∑
j=1

`k,j(X̂0,j(t− δ)

−X0(t− δ)) + `0k,k(X̂0,k(t− δ)−X0(t− δ))
)
. (15)

Let ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t) − X0(t) be the error and ε̂(t) =
colNk=1ε̂k(t) ∈ RnN the total estimation error. Standard com-
putations show that the total estimation error dynamics is

dε̂(t) =((IN ⊗A)ε̂(t)− (L ⊗ (
γ

δ
e(A− γδ In)δ))ε̂(t− δ))dt

− (1N ⊗ In)P0dN0(t). (16)

Consider the change of coordinates, ε̃ = (colNk=1(v>k ⊗ In))ε̂,
with v>k such that v>k L = λkv

>
k is the left eigenvector

of λk ∈ sp(L). We recall that λk are positive real and
T = colNk=1(v>k ⊗ In) is non singular with inverse T−1 =
rowNk=1(uk ⊗ In), uk being the right eigenvector of λk,
v>k uj = δij . Denoting ε̃k = (v>k ⊗ In)ε̂ and Aγ = A − γ

δ In
we obtain from (16)

dε̃k(t) =(v>k ⊗ In)
[
(IN ⊗A)ε(t)−L⊗ (

γ

δ
eAγδ)ε(t− δ)

]
dt

− ((v>k ⊗ In)(1N ⊗ In)P0dN0(t)

=(A(v>k ⊗ In)ε(t)− λk
γ

δ
eAγδ(v>k ⊗ In)ε(t− δ))dt

− (v>k 1N )P0dN0(t)

=(Aε̃k(t)−λk
γ

δ
eAγδ ε̃k(t− δ))dt−(v>k 1N )P0dN0(t)

=(W kε̃k(t) + λk
γ

δ
eAγδ(e−Wkδ ε̃k(t)− ε̃k(t− δ)))dt

− (v>k 1N )P0dN0(t) (17)

where we used the equality (a> ⊗M) = M(a> ⊗ In), that
holds for any a ∈ RN , M ∈ Rn×n and the crucial property

eAγδe−Wkδ = eAδ−γIne−Aδ−wkIn = e−(γ+wk)In, (18)

and by assumption wk is such that W k is Hurwitz stable and
satisfies (13). Let us now consider

σk(t) = e−Wkδ ε̃k(t)− ε̃k(t− δ). (19)

Since W k is Hurwitz stable and ‖σk(t)‖L2(Ω;Rn) is finite for
finite t because ε̃k(t) obeys a linear equation, Lemma 7 in
Appendix A implies that ε̃k(t) in (17) is NISE L2-stable with
input σk(t). If in addition we prove that

sup
t≥0
‖σk(t)‖L2(Ω;Rn) <∞ (20)

then Lemma 6 in Appendix A guarantees that ε̃k is also NSE
L2-stable. Indeed, by using the variation of constants formula
in [t− δ, t] we obtain from (17) that

σk(t) = e−Wkδ ε̃k(t)− ε̃k(t− δ)

=

∫ t

t−δ

λkγ

δ
eWk(t−τ)e−(γ+wk)σk(τ) dτ

−(v>k 1N )

∫ t

t−δ
eWk(t−τ−δ)P0dN0(τ) (21)
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where the last passage is accounted for by AγW k = W kAγ
and e−(γ+wk)In = e−(γ+wk)In. By using standard properties
of norms and the Itô isometry, we get that

‖σk(t)‖L2(Ω;Rn) ≤
∫ t

t−δ

λkγ

δ
e−(γ+wk)E[‖eWk(t−τ)σk(τ)‖] dτ

+|v>k 1N |
(∫ t

t−δ
‖eWk(t−τ−δ)P0‖2dτ

)1/2

≤
∫ δ

0

λkγ

δ
e−(wk+γ)‖eWkθ‖ dθ sup

τ∈[t−δ,t]
‖σk(τ)‖L2(Ω;Rn)

+|v>k 1N |

(∫ δ

0

‖eWk(θ−δ)P0‖2dθ

)1/2

.

Moreover, by using (12) and (13)∫ δ

0

λkγ

δ
e−(wk+γ)‖eWkθ‖ dθ <

∫ δ

0

e−(wk+1)

δ
‖eWkθ‖ dθ < 1

which implies (20). Since each ε̃k(t), k = 1, . . . , N , is NSE
L2-stable then ε̃(t) and also ε̂(t) (which is an invertible linear
transformation of ε̃(t)) is NSE L2-stable, hence (7) is satisfied
for all k = 1, . . . , N . By Theorem 1, the SLFPD is thus solved
with the control (14) with X̂0,k(t) solution of (10). �

At this point, one wonders whether the conditions of Theo-
rem 2 are restrictive or not. In the next two lemmas we prove
that they hold for any delay when µ(A) satisfies an upper
bound, and for any µ(A) when the delay satisfies an upper
bound.

Lemma 3: Let δ > 0. If

µ(A) < min

{
|wk|
δ
,

1− ln(e− 1)

δ

}
, k = 1, . . . , n, (22)

and

‖eAs‖ ≤ eµ(A)s, ∀s ≥ 0, (23)

then, the matrices W k, are all Hurwitz stable and satisfy (13).
Proof. Indeed, µ(A) + wk

δ < 0 by (22) and W k is Hurwitz
stable. Moreover, ‖eWks‖ ≤ e(µ(A)+

wk
δ )s for all s ≥ 0 by

(23). Hence,∫ δ

0

‖eWkθ‖ dθ ≤
∫ δ

0

e(µ(A)+
wk
δ )θ dθ =

δ(1− eµ(A)δ+wk)

|µ(A)δ + wk|
.

Let x = |µ(A)δ + wk|. When x > 1 it is immediate to see
that the right-hand side of the last equation satisfies (13). If
x ∈ [0, 1], using the fact that the function 1−e−x

xe−x , x ∈ [0, 1],
takes its maximum e− 1 at x = 1,

1

δ

∫ δ

0

‖eWkθ‖ dθ ≤ (1− eµ(A)δ+wk)

|µ(A)δ + wk|
=

1− e−x

xe−x
e−x

≤ (e− 1)e−x = (e− 1)eµ(A)δewk < ewk+1, (24)

where the last passage descends from the fact that (22) implies
(e− 1)eµ(A)δ < e. Hence, condition (13) is satisfied. �

It should be noticed that (22) is satisfied whenever µ(A) ≤
0, while in general ‖eAs‖ ≤ heµ(A)s for all s ≥ 0 and for some
h ≥ 1. Hence, in (23) we require a bit more than µ(A) ≤ 0.

Lemma 4: Let µ(A) be given. There exists δ∗ > 0 such that
for all δ ≤ δ∗ the matrices W k, k = 1, . . . , n, are all Hurwitz
stable and satisfy (13).

Proof. Notice that

δ → 0⇒ 1

δ

∫ δ

0

‖eWkθ‖ dθ → ewk < ewk+1. (25)

Hence, there exists δ > 0 such that condition (13) is satisfied
for all δ ≤ δ. Moreover, when δ → 0 one can pick γ := γδ,
with γ > 0, so that γ

δ in (10) is bounded and equal to γ and
W k → A−λkγIn (since wk → 0 and wk

δ → −λkγ as δ → 0),
with γ selected so that A− λkγIn is Hurwitz stable. Hence,
there exists δ∗ ≤ δ such W k, k = 1, . . . , n, is Hurwitz stable
and satisfies (13) for all δ ≤ δ∗. �

2) Partial leader’s state and complete agents’ state infor-
mation - homogeneous agents: In the present subsection we
weaken the hypotheses by assuming that only the leader’s
output is available to its neighboring agents (with commu-
nication delay δ). In this case we have to modify each local
estimator (10) which is thus given by

˙̂
X0,k(t) = AX̂0,k(t)− γ

δ
eAγδ

( N∑
j=1

`k,jX̂0,j(t− δ)

+`0k,k(X̂0,k(t− δ)− X̂0
0,k(t))

)
(26)

dX̂0
0,k(t) = (A− LkD0)X̂0

0,k(t)dt+ LkdMk(t− δ), (27)

if `0k,k 6= 0, with Lk a matrix of suitable dimensions and
X̂0

0,k(t) representing an estimate of X0(t − δ). Therefore,
each neighbor of the leader computes also an estimate X̂0

0,k(t)
of X0(t − δ) (compare with (10)). Upon this observation,
Theorem 2 is modified as follows.

Theorem 3: In the same hypotheses of Theorem 2, if (D0, A)
is detectable and Lk, k = 1, . . . , N , are such that A− LkD0 is
Hurwitz stable, then the control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)− X̂0,k(t)), (28)

where X̂0,k(t) is the solution of (26), solves the SLFPD and the
estimation error ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t)−X0(t) is NSE L2-stable.

The proof of Theorem 3 follows the one of Theorem 2, but
in addition we use the Kalman-Bucy filter (27) to obtain the
estimate X̂0

0,k of X0(t− δ) having supt≥0 ‖X̂0
0,k(t)−X0(t−

δ)‖L2(Ω;Rn) <∞ for k = 1, . . . , N .
3) Partial leader’s state and partial agents’ state informa-

tion - homogeneous agents: In this case, in (28) the state Xk(t)
is reconstructed by the agent k with the estimate X̂k,k(t) using
the Kalman-Bucy filter with the measurement Mk(t),

dX̂k,k(t) = ((A−GkDk)X̂k,k(t) +BUk(t))dt
+GkdMk(t), (29)

with
Uk(t) = Fk(X̂k,k(t)− X̂0,k(t)). (30)

Theorem 4: In the same hypotheses of Theorem 2, if
(Dk, A), k = 0, . . . , N is detectable and Lk, Gk, k =
1, . . . , N , are such that A− LkD0 and A−GkDk are Hurwitz
stable, then the control (30) with X̂0,k(t) and X̂k,k(t) solutions
of (26), (29) respectively, solves the SLFPD and the estimation
errors ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t)−X0(t) and ε̂k,k(t) = X̂k,k(t)−Xk(t)
are NSE L2-stable.
The proof follows easily from Theorem 3 and the linearity of
the dynamics.
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IV. STOCHASTIC LEADER OUTPUT FOLLOWING PROBLEM
WITH COMMUNICATION DELAYS AND HETEROGENEOUS

AGENTS

In this section we consider the case of heterogeneous
agents (2) and the more general SLOFPD. First, for the delay–
free case, we modify the key Lemma 2 as follows.

Lemma 5: If Assumption 1 holds, (Ak, Bk), k = 1, . . . , N ,
is stabilizable, Fk is such thatAk+BkFk is Hurwitz stable and
Γk,Πk, k = 1, . . . , N , are matrices such that

ΠkA0 = AkΠk +BkΓk, (31)
C0 = CkΠk, (32)

then SLOFP is solved by the control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)−ΠkX0(t)) + ΓkX0(t). (33)

Proof. Let εk(t) = Xk(t)−ΠkX0(t), k = 1, . . . , N . We have

dεk(t) = (Ak +BkFk)εk(t)dt+ PEk dNE
k (t), (34)

where PEk = row(Pk,−ΠkP0) and NE
k (t) =

col(Nk(t), N0(t)) is a standard Brownian motion. Since
Ak + BkFk is Hurwitz stable, it follows from Lemma 7 in
the Appendix that εk(t) is NSE L2-stable. Hence, also

Yk(t)− Y0(t) = Ck(Xk(t)−ΠkX0(t)) = Ckεk(t) (35)

is NSE L2-stable and it follows that (33) solves SLOFP. �
Remark 4: The matrix equations (31)-(32) are well-known

in the output regulation literature [34]. Equation (31) is a
Sylvester-type equation and the matrices Πk and Γk can be
given the following interpretation (with absence of noise):
uk(t) = ΓkX0(t) is the control the agent k must apply to
force its state evolution Xk(t) to remain for all times inside
the hyper-plane Hk := {(xk, x0) ∈ Rnk ×Rn0 : xk = Πkx0}.
It is known that a Sylvester equation AX + XB = C has a
(unique) solution for any matrix C if sp(A)∩sp(−B) = {∅}.
Equation (32) guarantees that Hk ⊂ Yk := {(xk, x0) ∈
Rnk × Rn0 : Ckxk = C0x0}, i.e. uk(t) = ΓkX0(t) is the
control the agent k must apply to force Yk(t) = Y0(t) for all
times. The consensus law (35) and, in particular, the matrix Fk
is designed in such a way to make attractive the hyper-plane
Hk ⊂ Yk.

Hence for solving SLOFPD it is sufficient to design an esti-
mate X̂0,k(t) of X0(t) for each agent such that X̂0,k(t)−X0(t)
is NSE L2-stable and taking into account the communication
delay δ > 0 and the underlying network. Moreover, as in the
case of homogeneous agents, an estimate X̂k,k(t) of Xk(t)
for each agent k can be computed from the measured output
Mk. Theorem 3 is thus modified as follows.

Theorem 5: In the same hypotheses of Theorem 2, if
(D0, A0) is detectable and Lk, k = 1, . . . , N , are such that
A0 − LkD0 are Hurwitz stable, then the control

Uk(t) = Fk(Xk(t)−ΠkX̂0,k(t)) + ΓkX̂0,k(t), (36)

with

˙̂
X0,k(t) = A0X̂0,k(t)− γ

δ
eAγδ

( N∑
j=1

`k,jX̂0,j(t− δ)

+`0k,k(X̂0,k(t− δ)− X̂0
0,k(t))

)
, (37)

and

dX̂0
0,k(t) = (A0 − LkD0)X̂0

0,k(t)dt+ LkdM0(t− δ)(38)

if `0k,k 6= 0, where Aγ = A0− γ
δ In solves the SLOFPD and the

estimation error ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t)−X0(t) is NSE L2-stable.
If the underlying topology is that of a directed graph, the

agent control which solves SLOFPD is (36) with

˙̂
X0,k(t) = A0X̂0,k(t)− γ

δ
eAγδ

( N∑
j=1

(dk`k,j + dj`j,k)·

·X̂0,j(t− δ) + 2`0k,k(X̂0,k(t− δ)− X̂0
0,k(t))

)
(39)

and X̂0
0,k(t), when `0k,k 6= 0, solution of (38). The main

result for directed graphs (containing a spanning tree) is the
following and it is proved exactly as Theorem 5 (in practice,
the Laplacian L of the undirected graph is replaced by the
Laplacian L̂ of the directed graph: see introductory section
II-A on undirected and directed graphs).

Theorem 6: Let G be a directed graph. In the same hypotheses
of Theorem 2, with Assumption 1 replaced by Assumption 2,
if (D0, A0) is detectable and Lk, k = 1, . . . , N , are such that
A0 − LkD0 are Hurwitz stable, then the control (36), where
X̂0,k(t) is the solution of (39), and L̂ replaces L, solves the
SLOFPD and the estimation error ε̂k(t) = X̂0,k(t) −X0(t) is
NSE L2-stable.

Notice that (39) requires for each agent k the estimates
X̂0,k of X0 computed at the neighboring nodes j 6= k (in the
mirror graph) and the leader’s output information when the
agent k is connected to the leader (the connection is modeled
by `0k,k). The communication delay is modeled by the second
term, delayed by δ, in the left-hand part of (39).

V. EXAMPLES

In this Section, we present an example with homogeneous
agents which is intended to be a comparison with the paper
[25], and another example with heterogeneous agents taken
from [35]. In both cases we consider the case of partial leader’s
state information (but locally accessible state for each agent)
and similarly to [25], we consider a network of five agents.
The communication topology is the directed cyclic graph 0→
1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1, V = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Only agent 1 has
access to the leader and the graph satisfies Assumption 2.

A. Example 1 (SLFPD - Homogeneous agents)

In [25], the leader and the agents are described by the model
(1)–(2), where for all k ∈ V

Ak =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
, Bk =

[
1 0.5

0.5 1

]
, D0 =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
with Pk = 0.2 · I2 and Qk = 0.15. We do not need the
matrices Ck of (1b) and (2b) since we solve SLFPD (i.e. state
consensus). In this case µ(A) = 0 and (23) is satisfied, thus
we have the remarkable result that SLFPD is solvable for any
delay. The solution is given by the control law (8) with

Fk =
1

3

[
−2 8
−2 10

]
, sp(A+BFk) = {−1, −2}, (40)
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Fig. 1. Average ||ε(t)|| over the four agents of the empirical computation of
E[||εk(t)||], with εk(t) = X0(t)−Xk(t) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4.

and the filter (26), where we set γ = 4 to satisfy (12). In fact,
the Laplacian L̂ of the mirror Ĝ of G can be obtained as in
Section II-A by choosing D = I4 to obtain

L̂ = L+ L> =


4 −1 0 −1
−1 2 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1
−1 0 −1 2

 (41)

and γ = 4 satisfies (12) for all the eigenvalues sp(L̂) =
{0.29, 2, 2.81, 4.9}. The corresponding solutions of the
Lambert-type equation (11) are w1 ≈ −0.020, w2 ≈ −0.175,
w3 ≈ −0.269, w4 ≈ −0.797. In Fig. 1 we plot, for
δ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0}, the arithmetic mean on the four agents
||ε(t)|| of εk(t) = X0(t) − Xk(t) for k ∈ V over 103

Monte Carlo runs. Smaller delays yield smaller values of
||εk(t)|| and faster convergence towards a steady-state of its
expectation. We notice that the state noise in [25] is modeled
as a deterministic disturbance while in our paper it is modeled
as a Wiener process with comparable amplitude and richer
frequency content. Moreover, in the example of [25] the total
delay is 0.1s (0.05s of input delay, 0.05s of output delay), and
the steady state is reached in about 100s, whilst in our case
it is reached in less than 20s for larger delays. Moreover our
approach deals with arbitrary large delay, whereas this is not
guaranteed in [25].

B. Example 2 (SLOFPD - Heterogeneous agents)
We solve SLOFPD with the model of [35],

Ak =

0 1 0
0 0 ck
0 −dk −ak

, Bk =

 0
0
bk

 , Ck = Dk =
[
1 0 0

]
.

The parameters {ak, bk, ck, dk} are set as {10, 2, 1, 0},
{1, 1, 1, 0}, {2, 1, 1, 10} and {2, 1, 1, 1} respectively. For the
leader we set

A0 =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, C0 =

[
1 0

]
, D0 = C0.

The noise intensities are P0 = 0.2·I2, Pk = 0.2·I3, Qk = 0.15
for k ∈ V . In Fig. 2 (top), we plot the sample second-
order moment of the disagreement among the four agents
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Fig. 2. Average ||ε(t)||2 with εk(t) = Y0(t)−Yk(t) for k ∈ V with noises
(top). The noise-less case is shown in the bottom plot.

for δ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, that is, the arithmetic mean of
E[||εk(t)||2], with εk(t) = Y0(t)−Yk(t) for k ∈ V , where the
expectation E[·] is obtained through 103 Monte Carlo runs.
For completeness, the noise-free case is represented in Fig. 2
(bottom), with Pk = P0 = 0 and Qk = Q0 = 0, to show the
convergence to zero of the square of the disagreement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a solution of the leader-following
problem for linear stochastic agents with a common uniform
constant communication delay. The solution in presence of
generic communication delays remains a challenging problem.
The future developments will be aimed at dealing with distinct
and possibly time-varying delays for which the techniques
presented in this paper will need substantial developments.

APPENDIX

A. Noise-input-to-state and noise-to-state L2-stability

Lemma 6: Given (3), if Z(t) is NISE L2-stable and
supt≥0 ‖U(t)‖2L2(Ω;Rm) <∞ then Z(t) is NSE L2-stable.

Lemma 7: Given (3), if A is Hurwitz stable and
‖U(t)‖2L2(Ω;Rm) is finite for all t, then Z(t) is NISE L2-stable.
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Proof. Let Π, Q > 0 be symmetric positive definite matrices
such that ΠA + A>Π = −Q < 0. By Itô rule, with TΠ =
Tr{P>ΠP}) and EZ(t) = E[‖Z(t)‖2Π],

d‖Z(t)‖2Π = (−‖Z(t)‖2Q + 2Z>(t)ΠU(t) + TΠ)dt

+2Z>(t)ΠdN(t) (42)

so that Z(t) is NISE L2-stable since by Dynkin’s formula, for
any 0 < µ < ρ = λmin(Q)

λmax(Π)

d
dt
EZ(t) ≤ −(ρ− µ)EZ(t) +

λmax(Π)

µ
E[‖U(t)‖2] + TΠ,

‖Z(t)‖2L2
≤ EZ(t)

λmin(Π)
≤ λmax(Π)

λmin(Π)
‖Z(0)‖2L2

e−(ρ−µ)t

+
(ρ− µ)−1

λmin(Π)
λmax(Π)

[ supτ≤t ‖U(τ)‖2L2

µ
+ Tr{PP>}

]
(43)

B. Some elementary facts on scalar Lambert equations

Consider the scalar equation w = be−w. Any solution w(b)
is denoted by w(k)(b), the k-th branch of the Lambert W -
function. If b = −e−1 there is a double root w(b) = w(0)(b) =
w(−1)(b) = −1 together with a countable infinity of simple
complex roots for k 6= 0,−1. If b 6= −e−1 there is a countable
infinity of simple complex roots only. Moreover, if b is real
then for − 1

e ≤ b < 0 there are two possible real values of
w(b), more precisely w(b) = w(0)(b) ∈ [−1, 0) and w(b) =
w(−1)(b) ∈ (−∞,−1]. Finally, w(b) = w(0)(b) → 0− and
w(b) = w(−1)(b) → −∞ as b → 0. For b > 0 there is one
real value of w(b), and w(b) = w(0)(b) > 0.
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